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andidates Vie for Top S ot
·

·

New Parties ·
Lend 'Spirit'
To Convention

By PAUL HART
starr Writer .
"Have fun. Let's play this
game of SGA. It's a great
learning experience - but don't
take it seriously" Off-Campus
delegate Mark Jepsen said 0'1
behalf of the Student Abolition
Party (SAP).
"Student government can be
the voice of tlie students. It ·
takes time a.'ld responsibility
and capability,." John Kinsey,
Progressive Party
Campus
(CPP) candidate for SGA presi·
d·?nt, answered.
The SAP-CPP battletookplace
during three nights of the annual
SGA nominating convention.
Eventually, Kinsey won nearly
as many delegate votes as the
GEORGE HOBA.HT, junior philosophy major from Chehalis
other three presidential candid·
lives in Carmody Hall. Hobart has been active in Student~
. ates together to earn top ballot
Faculty Retreats, Dorm Vice-President, SAC Representa·
position in tomorrow'.sSG A elec·
tive, Boys' State, assistant resident of Carmody, and
·. tion.
Kinsey drew 129 · deleSergeant in the U,S. Army;
gate votes compared to 83 cast
for primary contender George
PROGRAM AIRED
Hobart, an "independent:"
ELLIOTT WINS THffiD
Nominee Dick Elliott won thlrd
spot on the ballot but has since
withdrawn.
Convention delegates voted a
preference for Kmsey as presi·
dential candidate, Phil Beaubien·
as executive vice ·president,
Steve Markham as social vice.
The following proposals are areas and whose responsibility
president a.1d Marmee Anderson
planks in a platform· I feel would to these groups would be enforc·
as secretary. Each of the four
lead to· an .active and effective ed by his election from those
received delegate endorsement
particular areas.
.
student government.
by substantial vote margins over
1. Pre-registration Program:
Along with enactment of these
closest contenders. Balloting
I propose to initiate a pre-reg· proposals, I will work toward
limits the number of nominees
istration · program. There has a more co·ordinated relation· · to three for each office and
been m.t::h wishful thinking in ship between the administrative
determines the position of their
the past, but until now nothing and legislative areas of student
names oa the final ballot.
concrete has been initiated, The goverl)ment. To realize these
As in past years, the 1966
registrar seems to be of the op~ ends, I ask your support:
SGA nominating· convention was
inion that pre-registration is un·
marked by controversy,. wild
feasable at the present time with
demonstrations, and humor.
the present number of students.
BATTLE RAGES
Realizing the expense involved
Highlighting the nominating
in obtaining the data processing
convention this year was a battle
machines needed, I still feel
between the 'abolishionists' of
it unrealistic to sit back and
The · seemingly ill-fated high SAP and the •progressives' of
wait until the registrar feels we rise dormitories added another the CPP,
are large enough . to proceed.
Members of SAP advocated the
page to their file of minor in·
I feel we can begin to pur·
cidents ·when a canvas shroud ·. abolition of SGA executive of·
chase the necessary equipment
and wooden framework atop one fices. S.Af? was led by Mark
and thus eliminate initial lump . of
the two nine-story structures · Jepsen, Mike Nevills and Pat
sum investment, In this way
caught fire early Tuesday causBrown of the off.campus defo·
we could gradually begin integra·
ing an undetermined but minor gation, The abolitionists con·
ting this system •. Similar proamount of damage. No one was tended that present SGA organi·
cesses have worked on campus·
zation fosters apathy and ac·
injured.
es smaller than Central.
An oil space heater which backcomplishes nothing.
2. On-campus Housing Re· fired was the probable cause,
quirements: I feel it is time we
The CPP was represented by
Cpt. Oliver Mountjoy of the El·
took a realistic look at central's · lensburg Fire·Department, said.
Austin Cooper, Beck Hall dele·
housing req11ireme11t. Und,3r the
Three portable space heaters gation chairman; and John Kin·
present requirements, many stu- were in use inside the canvas . sey, · Phil Beaubien and Mike
dents are forced to live on. shroud
Parnell,. CPP candidates for exmaintain temperatures
campus against their wishes
ecutive office,
of 52 degrees, Jim Carlisle,
while at the same time we are
superintendent for the Earley
Kinsey offered to give organ~
forced to turn away many dorm· Construction Company of Ta·
_ization and responsibilitytoSGA
itory applications due to an acute
coma, said. The circulating oil
shortage of living quarters. I heaters, similar to those used with an executive cabinet tO aid
propose to re-evaluate this re~ in m~wy homes, keep already. the president· and ,an internship
plan to acquaint potential of·
qu.ir·:nu0nt.
poured concrete warm . .
ficers with the workings ofSGA.
3 . More Efficient Use of CamResident Engineer J ,W. Hall
pus Facilities: I pro';lose· a cri·
HOBART OPPOSES
called for an assessment of
tical look at the present use of
Kinsey's major opposition
the
fire
damage
to
the
construc·
campus facilities. Are we get•
comes from George Hobart, an
tion, if there was any at all.
ting the most efficient use of
'independent.' Hobart cited ot·
The .three-pronged building, if
facilities such· as the library
ganizational difficulties leading
seen from the air, appears "Y')
(which closes at 5 p.m. on Sat·
to a lack ·of communication be·
shaped. The fire originated atop
urdays) and the pavilion (which
tween SGA and the student body.
the
building
at
the
junction
of
is never open on Sundays)?
as a major problem he would
the "Y" where final prepara~
. 4. Reapportio'.lment of Legis·
solve "through better and more
tio_ns
were
being
made
to
pour
lative Seats: I feel it is time
active government."
Hobart
the
core
cap.
The
cap
intewe question the representation
said he believes he is capable
grates
spinal
beams
with
the
obtained through the . present
of· working with the many fac·
center core, Carlisle said,
structure of our legislative dis·
tions he would represent as·
The
building,
the
·first
high.
tr1cts. Under the presentstruc·
president
of SGA.
rise
at
CWSC,
is
to
be
ready
ture, on-campus men and on·
Two featured speakers at the
for occupancy next Fallo The
campus women are simply rep·
structure is-fully insured, Ken· convention were Mike Callow,
pose a system whereby each
neth
Courson, business mana· keynoter, andJim Fielder, form·
legislator would be directly reer SGA president •
ger,
said.
. sponsible · to designated living

OHN KlNSEY, junior economics major from Kennewick
. resides in Sparks Hall,_ Among the activities that Kinsey
feels qualify him for SGA President are SGA treasurer
. at Columbia Basin ·College, Debate, and Senior class
president in.high school.

PLATFORM STA TED

Additional Freedoms
Suggested by Kinsey

H·obarf" Recommends
Pre-registration Plan

Minor Mishaps
Plague Dorms

to

to students.
Relative to the specific duties
of the SGA President, I feel that
SGA can be streamlined by the
init_iation of' the following points.
1. The SGA Executives are too
bogged down in busy work. I
propase the implementation' o.f
an EXECUTIVE CABINET com.
posed of students with special
.abilities (i.e. - academic, pol·
itical, social and student wel·
fare).
This core of people
would be invaluable as a1visors
to the president, thus speeding
up the number of services that
the SG A can provide for students.
2. We have a lack of qualified
students who are interested in
determining the direction of gov·
ernment.
I propose' that· ·a.n
INTERNSHIP program should be
initiated to train more and better
student leaders.
3, What is SGA? What should
it be? Where are we going?
iWhat do the students want? I
propose that we immediately cut
the gross generalizations and
get to the 'root of the problem.
This can be done by structuring
a student EVALUATION COM·
MITTEE which will search for
concrete solutions to the immense problems of running an
EFFECTIVE government.
"Ski Bunny" is the· theme
4. Let's remove programming
for the Kennedy Hall semi-tolo from the area of political bick·
to be held on Saturday, Feb.
ering and place it under the·di·
5, 9 to midnight, in the SUB
rection of PROGRAMMING EX·
Ballroom.
, PERTS. In order to provide
Because the dance has a ski
the best programs, immediate
theme,. ski clothes are suggestand final decisions must often
be made, The Programming
ed, but .are optional. A ski
scene will be arranged around
budget, which works on a •.•re·
the band and colored pictures
turn of profits" basis, neceswith a ski background will be tak·
sitates freedom in the area of
far range a.'ld creativeprogram·
en.
They will be $1.75 for
two pictures.
ming.
Music will be furnished by
This i"s my platform. I be·
Danny and The Seniors from · lieve that a student leader must
.
· deal with government in a firm
Yakima.
" 'Ski Bunny' will be a great
manner, This is the reason I ·
dance and I hope there will be
have committed myself to cer•
a large turn out," Vernita Ed·
tain ideals and principles. If
wards, Kennedy Hall social comyou believe that the "STUDENT"
missioner, said.
should be put back in student
government, I as for the op.
Tickets are now on· sale . in
the SUB. The cost is $1.00
partunity to serve asSGAPresi·
single and $1.50 for couples.
dent tor the 1966-67 year.

Where the action is • • • student Government should be the
crystallization of the strongest
action .on the college c11mpus ..
The Campus Progressive Party
has presented 14 resolutions
in support of greater student
freedoms and respansibilities,
This is action! As a candidate
of the. CPP I favor the following
innovations:
...
A. ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIPS
- The SGA should provide
$1000.00 for the purpose of pro·
viding scholarships to athletes
in good academic standing, ,
B, STUDENT TUTORING SOC·
IETY - To be consistent with
Status Quo resolution No. - 4,
the SGA. should provide $500
to .be matched by the adminis·
tration for the purpose of em•
ploying tutors at the wage of
$1.25 per hour to work for
students free of· charge.
C. SYMPOSIUM - I most· ad·
amantly support the continuation
of the annual Symposium,0.1 the
condition that SG A base the al·
lotment of funds on 'orientation'

Kennedy Hall
Dance Slated

0.
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LITTLE MAN . ON CAMPUS

CWSC Voters, Abstain!
The SGA winter election is tomorrow.· DON'T VOTE!
We urge students not to vote unless they have at least read
this editorial and the accompanying election coverage.
We strongly believe that an ignorant vote is worse than an
apat)letic abstention.
There are some real issues being discussed in this election.
There are some able candidates debating them.
Three distinct. group~ (CPP, SAP and. independents) have
clashed· over the question of proper organization and direction
of SGA. central should come out ahead regardless of election
results,
SAP candidates should not be. taken seriously. If elected
they will resign or attempt to abolish their offices. However,
the indictments they have. advanced and the arguments that. support
their charges do deserve consideration,
SAP · claims student government is lacking at Central. We
agree. SAP says the answer lies in the SGA executive offices.
We agree, with reservations. SAP would abolish SGA officers
and look for "sometl).ing worthwhile to replace them." Ridiculou,s,
It has peen evident since SAP's creation that it is little more
than a protest against the obvious. SAP has advanced only a vague
utopian scheme, government by committee, to solve the problems
of SGA.
Central can now boast a 93 per cent .apathetic student body;
a .student legislature composed largely. of Monday night legisla·
tors who devote. three hours each Monday (affirmatively or nega.
tively) to accomplish nothing; and several dedicated executives
who work Jong hours with .little praise . to do a half-way job.
The answer that has eluded SAP is basic. 1t involves, not the
destruction of the present SGA structure, but a strengthening
and extension of it. SGA officers must develop sub-executive
organization to enable delegation of authority and diversification
of effort.
.
An extension of SGA would require greater student participa.
tion. We suggest. that the. •new blood' SGA needs can be found
· among. the . seven· .per cent of the student body that bothered to
vote .last election.
Finally, we urge informed students to vote tomorrow for en·
ergetic candidates who propose. imaginative, concrete programs
designed to solve the many problems that have long existed at
Central.

'DH, I

!HINK GOING TO COU.flif IS G~T- ~ t7AD CAMf UP
5TAY 1'17 .AAYe 10.TAK~ 50Me CO~bl
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r

Japt;1nese Film Called 'Symbolic'

Ahmad Speaks
About Kashmir
By RON PEDEE
Nevis Editor
· The dispute between India and
Pakistan over Kashmir was the
subject of a talk given by Imtiaz
Ahmad, assistant professor of
economics, Jan. 25 at 8 p.m.
in the SUB.
The core of the speech cen.
tered upon. the historical back·
ground of the conflict. Ahmad
tried to refrain from pointing
the finger of blame as. he is
a biased figure on the subject,
he said. He is from Pakistan.
During the period from 1857
to 194 7 when the British gov, erned the area of both countries, there was much disagree. ment because of the differences
in tl;le Hindu and Moslem religions, he said. An example ·
of this would be the fact that
Hindus hold the cow as being
sacred while the Moslems do
hOt. There .was a slaughtering
of men in the name of the
slaughtering of. cows.
HINDUS PREDOMINATE
Before the split the Hindus
were nearly always predominant
at the polls. At that time only
one-third of the population of
India was Moslem while the
rest . was Hindu. Since relig.
ious philosophy. governs almost
every phase. of their lives, this
distribution becomes of great
importance, Ahmad said.
When ·the British were forced
by popular· opinion ·to get out
of India, they tried to remedy
the situation.
They decreed that all lands
with a majority of Moslems in
the population would be set aside
as the new state of Pakistan.
The remaining lands, with a
majority of Hindus, would con-,
stitute India.
INDIA MOVES
. Under this provision, the state,
of Kashmir should have gone
to Pakistan, he said. Kashmir
had a Hindu ruler I however I and
he said .that they would go with
India. India then moved soldiers
into Kashmir and so Pakistan
retaliated in kind by moving her
army in from the north.
The. United Nations tried to
arbitrate the dispute and called
for a cease-fire. Pakistan want.
ed to let predominantly Moslem
Kashmir decide the matter by
vote. India will not allow this,
Ahmad said.
"They feel that as long as
they have Kashmir they might
as well keep it," he said. Ahmad
did not know why India and Pak.
istan want Kashmir.
"Kashmir is the poorest part
of Inclia and Pakistan. Thel'.e
are no geographic or economic
benefits to be derived from it,''
he said.
· ·

·. By BARBARA HILL
"Woman in the Dunes," the .Japanese movie shown last Sunday
· evening, was symbolic, animalistic and emotional.
The main character, a young Japanese man, was doing research
on insects, Insearchofaplaceto stay, several men from a village
took him to a "comfortable" house. This home, the home of a
--widow, was located -in a- pit
in the sand dunes. He was let
down into the pit by a rope
laddder . which was ta.ken away
immediately after he reached the
bottom.
Here, he found himself a pris•
By RICHARD JOHNSON
here, or even want to be here,
mary understanding of a11 other .oner
the widow, who in turn
Lecturer in English
is irrelevant. Can they then be
disciplines, which is infinitely · . was aof prisoner
of the village.
In the classroom of late, out expected to be enthusiastic about
more than General Education
It was her home but she was
of despair I suppose, I have English composition? c·an they
provides now.
still trapped.
been grinding the particular axe· be expected to be ambitious in
To reverse the motion of what
''Was she clearing sand to live
that the CWSC student does not Health Essentials? Can they
Fred Allen called the "tread.
or
living to clear sand?" Her
take his courses, his instruct. take seriously what instructors
mill to oblivion," essentially a
job was to sift sand and send
ors, and his studying seriously. and administrators have ceased
revolution must occur. When
it up by a rope for the village
He is willing to do a13 much to take seriously, the curric·
Bouillon Library is twice the
to sell to the union for building
as, but no more than, it. takes ulum? The courses in the unsize of Nicholson Pavilion, when
dams. She had to do this work
to stay in college, out of the imaginative curriculum have to · the administration ceases to take
every night . or else the sand
draft, and progress toward the be taught as well as taken,
the Ph.D. count before it op.
would eventually cover her
B.A. He .is· scholastically pas. and students as well as instruct.
erates, when studentsareadmit·
home,
sive. But is it entirely his fault ors are caught in an impasse.
ted because they have given
HARD LIFE
that such an attitude obtains?
Some ·of the freshman class
evidence of intellectual curios.
Life was too hard for her
That the public schools serve become· members of the senior
ity .and not because of two.
alone, · so the .. viii agers' would
numbers and not people has · class and reach baccalaureate •.
point or 'three-point .anything,
bring her a man who was looklong been .·kn<' Nn. But the. col· But when the students graduate
then ·it will be evident this rev.
ing for a place to stay for a
lege was supposed to serve peo- and take -jobs in primary and
olution has at least begun.
night, Once the man was there,
ple: to teach students, to foster ·secondary. schools,· they will
the only way he could leave was
research and scholarship.,
teach students who · will even·
through death.
•
Higher education, at the state tually matriculate and compose
SYMPOSIUM
He tried to ' escape several
college, has become a business the membership of. a freshmar
times but each time, he was uD..
establishment, like ·the Lazy B. class at Central, bigger and nc
successful.
General Education, like General better . than ever, even if the
Toward the end of the movie,
Electric, is founded on the myth two-point-five will rio longer ad.
of ·progress. The • greatest. mit them. To talkof.future and
• • .all fighting that is bound she becomes pregnant and is
good • for • the • greatest· gradual· change's in curriculum
by rules bears the formal char· released from the pit.
The young man then had a
number • of • people, general is the same pattern of evasion
acteristics of play by that very
chance to escape but decided
literacy, middle.class respect•
definition. (Homo Ludens)
The office of the registrar
that there was no need to run
ability have dictated that if not
has made the following two an·
awa:'j
just
then,
First,
he
wantthis generation, then one npt
The point of distinction be·
nouncements:
too far in the. future will be
tween war as a game and 'war ed to tell the villagers how to
The registration pre-payment
all college· educated;.
as it is now conducted lies get water fr.om. the sand. He
deadline for Spring Quarter has ·
decided
that
later
he
would
have
in its present gross inhuman.
been extended to Mar. 4, 1966.
Last spring the grade point
plenty of time to escape.
ity. (Nancy Dermanoski)
Degree applications for stu.
requirement for entering freshAt the end, he found that he
dents planning to receive a B.A.
men was raised to two-point.
had more freedom in the pit
degree at the end of Spring
five, a C plus in anybody's book~
How can we . live with the than he had before.. He is now
Quarter will be accepted at the
Cenfral was on its way toward used by the student who doesn't
bomb? Certainly not by being pinned to the dunes as he once
registrar's office beginning
fulfilling the expectations of the want to study today, preferring
good sportsmen about the art pinned· his insects foto his col·
great society. In they ca.me. tomorrow.
Feb. 1.
of killing • . •There is. only one lections,
this fall, more students than
way to wage war and that is
Serious reforms will have to
EMOTIONAL SCENES
Central has had on campus be.
to win it in . the shortest poscome into being before higher
Several scenes were filled with
fore, a record, if you think in
sible time. (Ellensburg Record) much emotion, as when the· vil·
education will ever be anything
those terms. Fresh from the • more than mediocre. A place .
lagers teased the man because
state's public high schools, n. to start would be in the regis·
War .as a game? Why not a he wanted to stand on the edge . Two paying positions are now
available on the Crier. A pho·
literate and untutored, but,fully trar's office. Tighten enroll· ·world without war?· Well, if of the pit and look at the isea.
is needed and will be
clothed in . dunce caps and repeace were to break out, it
ment, not the requirements, the
. The background music kept tographer
paid $1.50 for ·each picture used
inforced by two-point-five, a C
would mean that man as· "con. the undertones of the story movenrollment. Better than medi·
by the Crier. A copy editor
plus in anybody's book, they
ocre higher education is not · testant" had. concluded there . ing, along with the sounds and
is also needed; The position
r ~ched up to the pavilion and
were now no. bones of conten• actions of the characters them·
available, never will oo, to the
pays $8.00 per week.
I
istered in such brilliant . greatest number of people.
tion - no stakes - worth his selves,
c ,, rses as English composition,
gaming· over. Why not "vie·
The way to have the student
d·::· ;gned to give instant ·mer.
tory?" Well, at the end of
take his courses, his instruct.
aq. and Health Essentials, de.
that "game" - which aims
ors, his studYing more serious.
~igned to keep boys in their
at some sort of "Pax Ameri·
ly is to be sure he wants to
r 1:1c e · and girls out of trouble. be here before he is admitted;
cana" in a nuclear age - there
Published Friday during the school year except test week and
\\ hy did they come? Society be sure he is aware of the , could easily be no world at
holidays, Entered as second class matter at the Ellensblll'.g Post
all •. But, curiously, both peace•.. Office. Printed on the Record Press, Ellensburg.
responsibilities he is about .to
··us demanded that students atmongers and war-mongers seem
.(;;nd college. The mandatory
assume, and then give .him four
D'Ann Dufenhorst, Editor-in-Chief; GusSie Schaeffer,Managing
years to become competent .in : agreed ·on the same· slogan,.!9'11: grades of the past have
Editor; Ron Pedee, News Editor; Kugie Louis, Sports Editor·
"Bombs Away!" (Charles Stas..
one field. Competence in any
been transformed into the quin·
Brent Goodey, Assistant Sports Editor; Joel Miller, Head Copy
tny)
academic discipline will have
tessential sixteen. Whether or
Editor; Sally Schriver, Sharron Thompson, Greg Schmitt, Cop
as inevitable ,consequence sum. ..........- - - - - - - - - - - - - E d i t o r s ; Sharon Barth, Business Manager.
not they know why they are
·

'Perspective'

Higher Education Declines Toward Oblivion

Man Playing

Deadline Extended

Crier Jobs Set

Cil.mpu§·

C••ie~
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Candidates' Platforms-- Promises, Promises
MARY BUGNI

BILL EYMAN

MARY SCOTT

Junior, P.E. major, Mary
has been .active in SPURS, is
vice-president of Kamola, was
a 1965 Homecoming princess,
is currently. Miss Elwood, and
_represents Kamola on the Col.
lege Bowl.

Junior speech major, Eyman,
from Yakima, has been active
in student governinent, bridge
club and KCWS. He is a con.
testant for· Off Campus posi.
tion number one,

A_ junior music major froi;n
North Bend, Mary has b~en active in Sigma Mu Epsilo 1, AWS,
and Central Singers. .\1ary is
competing for Off.Carr.pus position number three.

BILL COTE
Junior, a psychology philos.
ophy major, Cote was treasurer
for Whitney Hall. He is NSA
co-ordinator, and he was a delegate .to tl;le National Student
Congress in 1965, Cote, from
Cashmere, is a candidate for
Off Campus position number two.
Rather than offering a specific platform here, I prefer to re.
late these thoughts.to you about
.why I am runningfor the position
of legislator.
First of all, I feel I am qualified for this position, I was
active in the dorm my fir st three
years at Central. Whenasophomore I was co-ordinator for the
Nation:i,l Student Organization on
our campus and a delegate to
the National Student Convention
at Minneapolis. I have actively
supported candidates in the past
two SGA elections and have worked closely with both of those administrations.
·
From this experience I feel I
have gained a valuable working
knowledge of how it is and should
be run to be effective. I also
feel that to have a strong stu.
dent government it is necessary
to have people on the legislature
who are willing to work for the
students. I ask for your support
in this election, and in return I
promise my conscious etforts
and interest throug:hout the_ next
year,

LESTER DOMINGOS
Junior, political science major, Domingos is a member of
Recreation Club. He attended
Boys' State, and was active at
Wenatchee Valley College. Do.
mingos, from Wenatchee, is run·
ning for Off Campus position No.
two.

. MARC McBRIDE
Sophomore in mathematics
from Ellensburg, McBride has
been active in house council.
He is contestant for On c'ampus
position number two.
I feel student government can
improve if the officers and the.
legislators will take. the inita.
tive to talk to the students and
find their needs, Next they
must work hard to carry out
these ideas.
Student government exists to
represent you, and I plan to
bring up new legislation that will
suit your -desires. We need
higher quality entertainment as
wen as a greater variety. Also,
we lack speakers that appeal to
a majority of the students, Finally, we need improved library
conditions and athletic scholar.
ships.

RICHARD SLATER
tiophomore math major : r" m
Puyallup, Slater has qeei. ,,n
officer of Stephens HaU ; d
l·
Alpha Phi. Omega" He is a
testant for On-Campus pos; in
number three.

Central Washington State Col.
'I think it's nice that students
No! We should not- abolish
lege
is on the verge of becoming
can
stay
in
school
with
a
1.00.
SGA - we should get rid of
a big college. We can help
those "childish" individuals who· It's nicer that they win have
Why don't we have Pre-reg. Central and its future by our
access· to tutors if. necessary.
use it for what they want" They
istration? Why don't we have actions today. What this school
I think it's nice that there is a
must be replaced by "politically
an athletic scholarship pro. . needs is more student participa.
It is the most
mature" individuals, those who Symposium,
. tion.
This is partly SGA's
significant,. worthwhile and en- - gram? Why don't we have big
are aware of the opinions of the
. joyable "thing" Central has to
name speakers on our campus?
fault,
.
students they represent!
I don't think that the present
Why don't we have .better camoffer. It's nicer if it is allowed
Yes! I'_m sick and tired of all
pus-community relations?
legislators are doing the maxi.
the "know not whats" that are to remain.
I think it's nice that a doctor
There is one concrete answer:
mum to securestudentparticipa.
one minute so.called active
LACK OF EFFECTIVE LEGIS. tion, more can be done at dorm
will be available for the sick.
members of SGA and the next
LATORS!
visitations. A' more dynamic
minute wearing an "Aboli,sh It's nicer that people have a bet.
ter chance to survive.
These points are a few of the publicity program could be in.
SGA" button. I'm not afraid
· Best of an I like people tb ask
planks of my platform. These itiated; more adequate use of
of them - it's those "weak·
why, to ask why a thing exists
are not new; students have been the two radio stations and use .
minded follow the leaders" that
and what it does.
concerned with these ideas for
of a public address system out.
can cause a tidal wave, and I
Best of all .I .like opposition,
a. long time • but no one, unside in front of the .SUB to an.
have yet to hear of a tidal wave
It shows that people are not sat. ·til now, has had the drive to act
nounce activities.
that did any good for the people.
isfied.
It shows a need for
on these issues.
I feel the present system of
Yes! I have experience change.
I believe I have this drive!
registration is good if there is
six years in student government,
Best of all I like progress.
Of course none .of these things a small enrollment, but CenI served on SPC for two quar.
One more thing .. Jf you have
are going to happen over night,
tral' s enrollment will be between
. ters, during which time I made
n9t already observed, I'm not
nor· should they. They should 6,000-7 ,OOO' in the next couple
eleven visits to the legislature.
going to tell you "what I'm go.
be considered in four basic of years and the prese_nt system
I know what goes on up there;
ing to.. do." I'll be damned if
steps:
is not adequate.
that's why I want to do someI will; I don't know. I haven't
The initiation of an IBM
1 • Go t 0 th. e student bod·y and
thing about it,
read .any of the future resolu- · get their opinion.
registration or even ifthere was·
In short, the SGA at Central
tions. Do you know what you're
2. Thoroughly investigate all
registration during a quarter
can be .both "a learning situagoing to do, .• even tomorrow?
possible s_olutions to the specific for the following quarter would
tion and an effective governing
problem.
·
·,
eliminate the ttip to Nicholson.
body_." Ideally, the SGA is not
3. From the results of these
I feel there is no immediate
a11 organization but a group of
CAROL Sf-AITH
first two steps choose the best
need· to re-evaluate. the present
i~dividuals working for effective
Senior English major from
solution.
retention policy, it is' both ade.
governing policies" In actuality,
Seattle, Carol has been assist- , 4. Present the results of this
quate and fair to all students,
the SGA has become infested
ant head resident and dorm presprocess to the· administration
with publicity seekers and "rail.
ident. She served as a women's
with force and fact.
road engineers."
Ed's note': See Wickholm's
legislator during SpringQuarter
Minority groups on this cam.
This is how I stand. If you
platform 011 page 8.
1965
and
Winter
Quarter
1966.
pus are at present being ignored
agree, I don't want your vote Carol is a contestant for on.
by SGA. Our retention policy
l expect it. If you don't agree
Campus position number three.
should be reviewed. A party
with my policies, you had better
system with two opposing (year
vote for someone else because
round) factions is needed. Sym.
if I get elected, "you aren't
Student Government CAN be
posium should be continued, but
gonna like what happens."
student oriented. Effective free
A radical statement?
No,· effective if students are willing
to work with their legislators.
student tutoring should be pro.
just h_onest.
·
If elected, I plan to send out
vided. ·
a we.ekly ·newsletter to all the
I have briefly outlined my ideas
Everything for your sewing
DOUG NICKSON
women's dorms. This letter ·and beliefs which l feel are nee.
would
provide
up-to-date
inforJunior, general science major
essary factors in the move to · needs.
mation concerning Student Gov.
from Seattle, Nickson was social
make SGA meaningful for all
vice-president of Barto Hall,
ern:ment. It would also contain
students of CWSC, I believe
412 N.Pine
vice-president of Alpha Phi Om.
questions pertaining to certain
if elected to legislative posi.
issues so that on-campus-women
ega, house council member,
tiion riumber three, I . can pro.
chairman to the t>GA convention
could leave their answers in my
vide efficient, progressive legis.
and MIA swimming. He is a
mailbox .
lation. ·
contestant for On Campus posi.
tion number one.

THE

FABRIC SHOP

962-2204

BEV PERRY
Sophomore social science major from Ellensburg, Bev has
been social vice-president of
Sue Lombard, SAC represent.
ative, chairman .of Las Vegas
night, delegate· to SGA convention for two years, and a mem·
ber of Spurs. Bev is a contestant for On Campus women's .
leg~slative position number two.

GARY WILLIAMS
Williams, sophomore English
major from Port Angeles, has
been active in Student Abolition Party,
"Could Rein:hold Niebuhr love
a worm?" Theodore Roethke

The Episcopal Chu re h
Welcomes You
GRACE EPISCOPAL CHURCH
SERVICES: Sunday 8:00 a:m. Holy Communion
10:00 a. m. Holy Communiqn
(1st and 3rd)
Morning Prayer·
(2hd, 4th, and 5th)
Wednesday· 6:45 a m Holy Communion
Light breakfast with student discussion following.
'
Conclude in time for 8:00 classes
10:30 a.m.- Holy Communion

The Rev. Brian f. Nurdi ng, Rector
·Office 962-2951

DON PECK
Sophomore physical science
major Peck, from Tacoma, has
been a member of Alpine Club,
SNEA; food committee, and
house council. Peck is a contestant for On Campus men's
Legislative position number
three.

N. 12th and B

Rectory 962-7557

HEART

OF

CHOCOLATES

80¢

and up

BY

·RUSSELL

ON ALL WINTER
MERCHANDISE

STOVER

NEW ITEMS

ALSO

-IN SPRING-WEAR
ARRIVING DAILY

VALENTINE
GIFT CARDS
t1~4,V!"t
4th and Pine

Phone 925-5344

The

ishing Well
4th and PEARL.
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Vice President Hopefuls Tell ,of Ideas, Apathy
Each dorm could take turns
the unvaried activities that are and duties of this office and what
sponsoring low cost varied acnow present. The activities on should be done to IMPROVE
tivities on weekends, which SAC
this campus would have to be the social activities at ~entral.
I urge my friends to vote for
supplied by the dorms possibly
could organize in advance. The
MIKE PARNELL
me. Mere acquaintances may ab·
starting a new trend in new
Closing of the ballroom will
stain.
You have my solemn
force the do'rms info this oriand varied entertainment.
pledge to resign if elected •.
ginality,
Movies, big name entertain.
"The Rock"
.
Publicity is the keynote to ef.
ment and a moreattractivecam.
LARRY CUMMlf':IGS
fective programs, Sandwich . pus fall under my platform.
boards on 8th Ave. and in front
In conclusion I ·will try to diThere is a fissure develop. of the library could help inform
rect the social life for the com.
The National government of
ing year at Central Washington
ing between SGA and. the stu. off.campus students.
State . College . into one of the the United States is divided into
The. public address system
dents. This is the result of
most interesting and successful three branches: The Executive,
lack of communication and lack could be used during class
·
of originality and variety. People breaks to help inform students ·ever experienced,
the Legislative and the Judicial,
·
This can only be accomplished· with a system of checks and
don't know what's going on. of coming social events.
through my hard work and your balances co • ordinating them.
Dorms or separate living groups
SAC would becomeacommunihard work; and your cooperation These checks and balances are
are like a series of islands each cation planning-center for social
with me and my cooperation with effective, controversial and amstranded alone. I want to see activities on and off campus.
you. So with this in mind, I am
these oorms come together into
The loss of the ballroom facil·
biguous.
one unit. This unity can be ities may be the best thing that
asking you to support me in the
The SGA is also divided into
achieved by making the dorms ever happened to Central's soc.
coming election. For a better three branches: The Executive,
ial
life.
The
ballroom
now
depend upon one another for their
deal and a better year .
the Legislative and the Judicial.
seems the only place to hold
own entertainment.
STEVE MARKHAM . The SGA's . system of checks
and balances i.s not effective, is
not controversiai'and
is not am.
Qualifications: Social Activi· biguous, mainly because it's not
ties Council, Student Activities there. .
This lack of checks and bal·
Coordinating Board, J:Iomecoming Committee Chairman, SGA ances in SGA, or anywhere;
breeds a dirty word. That dirty
at-large legislator.
word is monopoly. Today there
Platform:
422 N. PINE
i. Role of Student Activities is a monopoly in the SGA legis.
Council must be strengthened lature, and I would like to do
A. Better communications be. something about that monopoly.
The Judicial branch of SGA,
Books, Gi~s, Stationery, cind Other Sup·
tween dorms for higher quality
'Honor Council, has little or no
entertainment
plles. Please feel free to come in and
B, Pre-C.alendar Scheduling- power to keep the other two
to talk over the calendar and branches of SGA in check.
browse.
If elected to Honor Council,
give the dorms a chance to sched.
ule around the campus calendar · I would try to alleviate this sit.
C. UseStudentActivitiesCoun- uation by making both the LegiS•
cil as an idea committee and lative and Executive branches
to help in providing activities more responsible to the stu·
dents they represent. I would
that the students want
II. Big Name Entertainment try to expand the powers of
A. Sign contracts in the spring Honor Council in the area of
for all of next. year so that Constitutional interpretation.
These are my aims. To be
alternates can be signed before
it is too late in a quarter. able fo even TRY and do these
B. To provide choices so that things, I need your vote. .
JIM TAMBLE
student opinion can help in pro.
"Flowers for All Occasions"
Position 2
gramming entertainment
,,Honor Council
C. To provide a package ticket
for
the
complete
school
year
at
For Fine. Courteous Service
a reduced rate.
·
III. Total Programming
Sef'ving on Honor Council for
at Fair Prices~
A. To program for the minor. the past year, I have come to
ity as we.ll as the majority realize ·the important place it
3rd and pearl .:._Next to the Post Office
B. Fill the. gap in program. holds in Student Government.
ming speakers through Curb.
i am well acquainted with the
stone, coffee hours, and special fUnctions and duties of Honor
speakers' programs
·
Council. Because I have taken
C. To provide more cultural an active part in the reorganiza.
programs through art exhibits, tion of this council I am famil.
poetry, and music.
iar with the intert>retations of
IV. Re-orgaQization · of Pro. the Honor Code. This year we
felt a new structure was needed
gram Commission
A. Addition to this commis. for Honor council to accommosion .of a publicity and promo. date our growing college population.
tion chairman
B, Chairman would be paid
Because of my previous exin order to meet the obliga. perience on Honor Council and
· tions of programming
my interest in- this phase of
· C. To lay the groundwork for Student Government, I feel I
·programming in the new SUB am well qualified to fill this
I have done research into the .position.
office· of Social Vice•President
Margie Sample
since Spring Quarter of 1965.
Honor Council Candidate
I feel · I know the obligations
Women's Position No. 1

Social Veep

·Students Seek
Honor Election

'SHELTON
BOOKSHOP

ELLENSBURG

. • FLORAL

'Ph. 925-5558

PORTABLE STEREO
·RECORD PLAYERS
up

Your choice of one free al:.
bum with ·every 5 albums
you buy.
Also
One free "45" with every
- five "45's" you buy.

JE
418 N. Pine

·925-2661

M RGAN'S

USIC.

Executive Veep
It requires little astute observation to detect the overwhelming presence of apathy on this
campus, There has been, primarily in the last few years,
a great pondering of this ques.
tion by· those involved in Stu.
dent Government.: why are Cen.
tral students. so apathetic? My
answer, although guilty of over.
simplification, is that the typi.
cal Central student is definitely
immature, intellectually and ac.
ademically.
·
Does this suggest that Student
Government, itself, is "intellectually and academically ma.
ture" and, thus, so far above
the student that he can be little
more than passively apathetic?
No. Rather, r. contend that the
student's lack of concern is re.
fleeted in the workings of his
campus government, such that
SGA can do little more than
function as a budget caretaker
responding fo largely static stu.
dent wishes.
If the student can be made to
realize that the SGA could con.
ceivably relate itself in a vital
fashion to the academic exper.
ience _ that "experience" I
take to mean increasing one's
intellectual "awareness"
then, perhaps, we rn:ay, enjoy
some revival of interest in Stu.
dent Government. At this point,
it becomes obvious that Student
Government must attempt· the
"intellectual" stimulating that,
hopefully would interest the stu.
dents and, in turn, bolster the
SGA.
r would be guilty of undue
optimism to suggest that r could
be a major "stimulating force"
for any supposed awakening of
interest in Student government.
But, in the tradition of all trite
political cliches, "if elected I
would try.''

PHIL BEAUBIEN
It is our desire to make people
stop and think~ Unexpected sup.
port at the nominating convention for students who publicly
expressed their disenchantment
with SGA made it apparent that
there was at least partial sue.
cess.

We urge you to consider the
.platform formally presented at
the convention which was obviously a political maneuver.
1. The retention policy:
It is suggested that any first

quarter freshman receiving less
th2.n a 1.00 or any sec_ond quar•
ter freshman· receiving less than
a 1.5 be removed from school.
For those who would react too
violently, planks about student
tutoring and freshman pre-regis·
· tration were thrown in.
"Letters and numbers have
little to do with learning or
education." Goddard College
catalogue.
2. Continuing Symposium:
It cannot be argued that Sym.
posfum is one of the most val·
uable and stimulating events of
Central and the West Coast.
However, Symposium would lose
its impact if carried out all
through the year in one form
or another. Speakers are valu.
able and needed, but their ap.
pearance should not distract
from Symposium. The value of
a Winter Quarter Symposium
should also be questioned. It
should also be noted that SGA
gives half the symposium budget,
and yet has no. representatives
at the planning meetings.
3. Athletic Scholarships:
The participation in varsity
athletics is hardly a reason for
a scholarship. Intra • mural
events are more worthwhile and
should receive more attention.
JIU.FUGATE

------·This 'n That-----

Cupid's Favorite Spot
Found in CW library
BY GUSSIE SCHAEFFER

Romeo and Juliet had their balcony; Anthony and Cleopatra
had their barge; and now Central's Collegiate Joe and Coed Jane
have the Bouillon Library.
·
The library, there for educational pursuits, has now become
a place. for that famous pursuit of Joe for Jane or Jane for Joe,
For, -whatever sex fs the prey, happiest about the arrangement is
Cupid who has the whole area covered from his perch on a·copy
of Fromm's "The Art of Loving." .·
·
Head Librarian, catching on to the set-up, put a tail on Cupid
or rather, had him followed. It was not long after that workme~
started popping out sections of listening room walls and installed
windows instead.
·
.
·
.
"All the better to see them witli," said Cupid as he pulled
back his bow and aimed at a tall blonde making her third man
hunting trip around the Library for the evening.
. .'
A lot of students did not bother to attend the SGA nominating
convention, but others really went all out to be there. Pete Rogojin started out Saturday night for the convention and fell, In the
process he ripped his leg open. Friends took him to the infirmary
where he was referred to the hospital. Five stitches later he was
.at the convention only a few minutes late for the first roll call.
Talking about the convention - There is an old saying that
those who can, do, and those who. can't, complain. we can only.
say to those who voiced comp~aints about the campus newspaper
at the nominating convention that the CRIER is a volunteer organization. Anyone who is willing can give what time and energies
they have by attending. a meeting on Wednesday at 4 p.m.
Ever thought that during mid-term exams the real loss is
not one of sleep, but of perspective? Somewhere in the middle
of last minute and overdues can be 'found - ·an education; Think
if it, an education! ·
Heard the oth,er day that one of the men from Alford wrote a
letter to his draft. board and received a reply addressed to Mr,·
Alford Hall.
There is a mystery brewing in Black Hall - the mystery of
the Colored Footprints. An unknown person has been walking
barefoot. across. the ceiling in room 108 leaving a colored variety
of footprmts. The tracks begin in the corner of the room and travel
half-way across until they disappear into an air-vent, No clues
to their source can be discovered.

A first year teacher when asked by her school principal how
long she intended toteach, Her reply: "From here to maternity.''

_c_AM
__P_u_s_c_R_IE_R_,_._Frf_d_a.:..y_,_F_e_b_ru_a_r..:y;..._4..:.'..;..1_9_6_6
_ _ _P_a-.:.9• 5

For the Best
ilJ. Barbering
see

Marmee Anderson AssertS
Organization, Real Interests
I would like to thank the Munson delegation ana the many delegates who .supported me with
their hard work and votes during the second and third sessions of the convention this past

position of S.G.A. secretary be·
cause I have played an active
part in activities at Central such
as Spurs, Social C orrimissioner ·
of Munson Hall, and Central yell
leader. Further, l have had
one year of experience as a sec·
retary at the State Capitol.
Through my experiences I have
found organization and sincere
interest have helped me to in. crease my efficiency. If you,
the students of Central, elect
me as SGA secretary, I will
use these qualities to perform
my job the best I can and in the
most meaningful way possible.

'Lyman'
--at the-. ESQUIRE
Barber Shop
Beside The
Arctic Circle

Telephone 925-2671

MARMEE ANDERSON
weekend. I regret that I was
unable to be present at the convention for I was at UPS in
Tacoma cheering for Central's
basketball team,
I feel I am qualified for the

McCULLOUGH MUSIC
Lessons-Rentals-Sales-Sheet Music
Third and Pine-ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON

C.W.S.C. BOOKSTORE
SPECIAL THIS WEEK
Was

Suede Jackets

· ·$22 95

·Now

s1499

A friend of ours says "I serve a purpose in school of which
no man can frown. I gently enter into class and keep the average
down.'~

The greatest achievements in history are not the products of
group minds. Nearly everything that has been done for the "good
of mankind" has beenaccomplishedbyahumanbeing working alone
in the dark and cold.

"By the best cultivation of the physical world
beneath and around us, and the best intellectual and moral world. within us, we all sec1,lre
an individual, social and political prosperity
and happiness."
Abraham Lincoln

Poplin Jackets
Girls' Short Shorts

_$]99

Navy or White.

Zipper Clothes Bag

'1"

8 V2x11 Filler Paper

Ruled & Plain
900;.sheet Count

6x9 Y2 Filler Paper

RuleCI & Plain
400-Sheet Count

-$140

MONEY TALKS
And you hear it loud ~nd clear when you have
a special checking account at N B of C. No
minimum balance. No service charge. Pay only
a dime a check. Come in today!
·

-Nae

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
'

A good place to bank
/

El lens burg Office
John A. Re.itsch, Mgr.
501 N. Pearl Street

1

· Open Every Night Monday thru Friday

Until 8 p.m. ·
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Cage Tearn Ready

Awaits Showdown
_ Seattle Pacific College, perennially the best NCAA small-college basketball team in the sta~e and presently rated 5th in the
nation, comes to town today for a non-conference encounter-·with
the Central Wildcats in Nicholson Pavilion tonight at 8 p.m..
The Falcons from Seattle, victors over Seattle University
earlier this ~eason, boast a 14-3 won-lost record (best in the
state) and such all-star performers as Howard Heppner, a little
All,American candidate who is averaging over 20 points a game.
Heppner· will be in somewhat of a scoring battle with Mel Cox,
Cel\~ral's prime candidate for All-Ameri_can honors this. year.
Cox; the deceiving Coulee City scoring machine, is not only
averaging better than 20 points per game, but is also picking up
rebounds at an 11 per game clip,
SPC, consistently nominated for the nation's small-college
top ten._ this year as has been Central, must beat the Wilcats
tonight to maintain serious consideration for a post-season tournament bid, wh_ich is ba5ced partly on _their ratings and their record,
since they are an independent team. The Falcons split with the
'Cats last year after capturing the EvCo Tip-Off Tourney champ·
ionship, Central winning the last encounter.
The 'Cats_ are priming themselves for this important battle
"AND AWAY WE GO" _;. Jeff Tinius is off and running o~.rath.er swim':ling, continuing
after a pair of conference victories over the University of Puget
Central's rout of UBC in the final event, the 4JO-yard freestyle relay during last Saturday's
Sou11d in Tacoma last weekend, winning 90-77 Friday night and 85·
meet in Ellensburg. .Tom Thomas is seen in the water finishing his turn far ahead of UBC,
·--· 75 Saturday night, This wuts Central 6-2 in conference play and
Jack Ridley (swimmer on left) watches in serious contemplation ha'ling firiished hi_s turn also.·
14-4 overall this year.
Their time was 3:27 .3.
·
Friday's match appeared to be a mismatch-at first as Central ·
rolled to _a comfortable 53-37 halftime lead, -including a fast
break lay-in basket by 6-5 center-,.Cox from an interception and pass from 6-6 forward Chuck Hepworth •
. But early in the second half, Ed Erikson, starting forward,
sprained his ankle and the Loggers came alive, outscoring Cen·
tral 20-4 in the nexr five minutes. This brought them to within ·
two points, 59-57-, and two minutes later they tied it up at 61-all,
The Wildcats, after having blown leads in previous games,
were not be be denied thistime as they responded to this challenge,
led by Ray Jones' quick five points opening up an 85-71 lead with
The Nicholson Pavilion . pool teams in the area before last as Tinius overtook Thomas at
two minutes left, and slciwly pulled away. Mel Cox topped the
the end, winning by less than
will be the site tomorrow, Feb· Saturday's showdown.
scoring with 28 points and 13 rebounds, Hepworth added 11
a stroke in the excellent time
Tinius broke the CWSC pool
ruary 5, ,of Central's "double
points and 17· big rebounds. Jones came through with a total of
of 5:42.8. If such a duel con· record in the 200-yard freestyle
dual" swim meet with Lewis
15 points, Ed Smith had 12, Bass and Erikson each had 6, Wenzler
with a 1: 56.0 clocking, easily tinues, they may both go_ to .
& Clark College and Western
and Smick 4, and Hutsell and Belmondo 2,
outdistancing his nearest com- 'the Nationals. But then, the
Washington State. Meet time is
UPS gave Central a momentary scare Saturday night, jumping
whole team may go. Other win·
petitor.
to a quick lead but Cox put a stop to that 'when he put the •cats · 2 p,m. sharp with an overflow
ners included Ray Clark, upset
Before the crowd could settle
crowd expected. Although CW's
ahead to stay at 12·11, with 14:00 minutes remaining in the first
winner over teammate Mark
mermen defeated Western con- · down from that and Jack Rid·
half, and he kept scoring, hitting 14 free throws without a miss
ley's victory in the 50-yardfree- Morrill in the diving, Ridley
vincingly at Bellingham, a toughand a total of 20 points, carrying Central to a 45-37 halftime
style, Malella ·made· it three in ,the 100-yard freestyle, and
er battle is expected, and add
lead.
·
·
straight with an upset win in Greg Wilson in the 200.yard
the Lewis & Clark team of whom
This exciting first half presented a moment .of sadness to
the 200-yard individual medley breaststroke.
Coach Anderson knows little,
the spectators and the television audience and to Coach Nichol-_
in the pool recordtimeof2:09.8,
and the •cats may 113.ve all they
son when key reserve Tom Hutsell injured his shoulder early
Because of the additional
also a school record. Bill Gil·
can handle.
in the first half and will be out indefiilitely along with Ed Erikson.
swimmers competing, additionlespie
of
UBC
was
hot
on
Ger·
All-Americans Gerry Malell3.
al help in timing and 'judging
and Jeff Tinius are obviously ry's heels at 2: 10.8.
is badly needed .. Coach Anderrounding into shape along with
son requests the help of any·
In all, Central emerged with
the other hard-working members
one who can spare the time.
victories
in
the
11
events,
nine
of the squad because records
Those interested in helping are
including
decisive
wins
in
the
are beginnil\g to topple with in.
Open 6:45-1 st Show 7:00
urged to meet at the pool at
creasing regularity both at home two relays which had.been beaten
1:30 p"m. Saturday for instruc·
(At 7:00 & 10:30)
and away, Malella and Tinius by UBC a week .earlier at Se. ti
on.
will be trying to improve on attle. Little Jim Thomas each
week
practically
matches
Jeff
their _last -week's performances
which may be hard to do as Tinius in the 500-yard freestyle
both set pool records last week stroke for stroke until the very
in Central's 66-29 trouncing of end where Tinius usually wihs
the University of British Col. by a "nose" or "hand."
This· week was no exception
umbia, one of the best swim

Wildcats Host Western, LC
In Double Dual Swim Test

Dr. iel'l'Dl':SI(
-. •~orrar.s ,·
MDllSR AF 1
PH0T0QRAPH(0 IN

IP·:,i;:.,~. Technica[op•

'·'

_

Fresh Grade A Milk

COlHIT
AT

Winegar's Drive-In Dairy

8:50 ONLY

GRADE A MILK-72c GALLON

Open 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Daily

STARTS SUNDAY!

419 West 15ti..:-Woldale Road

- Open 1 :45-Co~tinuous From 2:00 On

OUTSTANDING . ART'' PROGRAM!
I

HUNGRY?

"SUPERB!"
-Life Magazine

WILLIAM GOLDING'S

Try OUr Delicious
194 Hamburger

108001
THEIUES
"DAViD&l!Sll''

ARCTIC CIRCLE

PLUS THIS
AWARD WINNING
CO-FEATURE
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Sophomore Don Blair, top.
notch Central swimmer, was
named the first "Wildcat of the
Week" by his teammatos earlier
this year.
.
Blair, a Hudson's Bay high
school graduate, swims the individual
medley, - freestyle
sprints, and ·breaststroke for
Anderson's unbeaten pool crew.

WRA Begun
The Women's Intramural Bas·
"ketball team didn't see any action
last week, but will be going up
against their most difficult op.
. ponent of the season this Friday,
February 4, when they play their
alumni.
The Women's Recreation As.
sociation Basketball League
after two weeks of play stands
as follows:
WIN LOSS
2
0
Wilson II
1
1
Wilson r
1
Jennie Moore ·
1·
1
1
Meisner
·Sue Lombard
1
1
1
1
Kennedy
1
1
Kamola
1
1
Hitchcock
1
1
Anderson

WildkiHensSef.
For SPC Frosh
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Wildcats Seek Fifth Win

"We've. made good progress
and will .continue to improve."
This statement by Coach Stan
Sorenson might serve as both
a prophecy of the ·fUture;. and a
Central's .Wilde.at· Wrestlers· a little longer in the 130 Pound
warning to the fre'shmen- from
have a big weekend in front of division,. but he tQ<> came up
Seattle Pacific College. The
them which begins with a dual with a pin, downing Charles
Seattle squad will be at Nichol·
match against the University of McNutt with· 1;27 gone in the
son Pavilion tonight to face the . Washington tonight at Seattle. third period.
.. .
·
Central Wildkittens.prior to the
The 13.st time the two teams· _ In the 137 pound class, Ron
varsity clash. Game time is
met was January 15 at ·Nichol~· . ·Baze drew a tough assignment
6:00 p,m,
.
son Pavilion~ Central won that in the form of Eastern's Rich
Last week's Jay Vee action one 35·2. Then tomorrow it will Birch. The two worked each
. left the .'.Kittens with a 6.·5 rec· ··be· on to Bellingham for a four other over for three full periods.
ord after. losing a heartbreaker team tournament with Western · before Baze pulled out an 8°6 ·
to the UPS Frosh, 78-76. · The Washington, the University of victory, ·At this point .the score
loss came· in the- form of. a Washington, and the Multnomah Stood .Central .. 13, Eastern O.
desperation jump _shot just be· Athletic· Club; The latter were
UndSfeated Dennis Warren tug.
fore the final buzzer. ·
last year's national w.A.U. ged and pulled his opponent all
· It looked like a rout for tlie champions;
. · · ·over ·the mat ill ·an effort to·
home standing I,.umberjacks
Saturday's tourney :wm be ·flip him over on his back, but .
when they sprinted to ::?" 20-3 scored under the A.A.U. black . it proved vain. As it was War•
lead midvi'ay through the ·first point system •. Each team will rim had· to settle for an easy·
half, Then Central finally got .meet each· either team wmi mat• 10 to 1 win.
.
·.untracked and be·gan. a "gutty" ches being held in the ·.morn·
·Mike Knapp insured. a Central
comeback.. By intermission the ing, the afternoon, arid the eve· teah,l victory by pushing· the .
'Kittens had closed the gap 'to· ning, a total of three matches team totals to 21·0 with four
nine points, They went to the for . each team and for each events remaining, He accom• .
dressing room trailing 42-33, '\\'restler. · The black point sys•.. plished this by pinning Darrell
After the break the uphill bat. tern gives four· black points .to Driggs .with·.. 1:18 remairiing in
tle continued. With 7:22 left .it each individual match. Ifa match the final period~ ·
·.
was UPS 60,. Central 59, After is decided by a pin the loser · Knapp's victory set the stage
an exchange or baskets Paul gets all four black points, if for the Merkley brothers, some.;,
Gatewood, who finished with 20 by a decision the loser gets times referred to as ''Murder,
points for the evening, sank a three points and the winner one. Inc." YerNon Merkley battled
free throw to knot the score at . A draw .results in each wrest. game but outclassedDwight Long
64-all.
·.
.
· ler getting two points. :rD.divid· for nearly the full nine minutes ·
}\rom that pouit the score ·ual champions are those with before pinning him with nine
climbed to '16·76 and the clock the f.ewest black Points after all seconds remaining. Lamoin, his
ran down to 25 ~conds remain· three matches.
.
friends call him "G.I, Joe,"
ing. Central went into a "Wall•· ·In. last . Friday's action the then came on to "sta~kup~' Gary
- paper" defense, but. somehow 'Wildcats registered pins in five · Myhr in 2:25 of the first roilnd,
that last shot was launched as of the.nine weight divisions en··
Darren Sipe hadatoughertime
the game ended. · The shot drop. route to ·a 37.0 mauling of the than the score would indicate
as he decisioned Dennis Lin· ·
ped, It counted•. The '.Lumber· Eastern Washington savages.
jacks won by two.
'
erud 9-4. With the· team vie. ·
Scoring · leaders for Central
Ron Dotzailer. got the varsity tory safely· tucked away Leroy
were Gat w·00d "th20 dH
·off to a· roaring start by Pin·
erkh_oven closed out.... the· ca"•
wi . · •an OW• ning his opponent in 2: 14 of the
. : . e
ard Hosley with .17. Leo Beck
·
nage by overpowering the East•
. and Dave Kent each scored 1\, first round, If took Jim Herman ern heavyweight 7·0. The hap.
and Jeff Hill came up with a.
less savages• failed to win a
W.

£

C~x_ ~i_cked .Again

Mel Cox, the Coulee City
"\\Fonder Boy," was selected
fast . week's ''Wlldcaf of .The
Week" for the second time this ·
year by his teammates for his
·play against st. Martin's and ·
Western recently,·
·
In the three games, Cox hit
22_ out of AO field g'oals .and
19 .of 26 free throws for 63
Points, and· also ·pulled down
29 rebounds~ He is leading the
team with an overall 20,4 point
average, and recently ·moved
into· first place in .the confer•
ence scoring race with a 23.l
a".erage. .
.
,
On top of that, Cox was named ·
NAIA "Player of the Week"
for his play ·against UPS. last
Friday and. Saturday.

REMEMBER
VALENTINE'S DAY

match.

Across From. Safeway

•

Servicing. all makes TV,
radio~ record players.

••••
MOST DIAMOND
NEEDLES

•

large stock phono records at disco&1nt prices.
·-.

Your Exclusive ..
Elle.nsburg' Dealer

Bailey-Powell
413 North Pine

Dial 962·6261

.
G

o··.··

Radio.& TV

\

Rexall
Pharmacy

OUR LEASE IS UP
·AND .WE'RE GETIING
READYTO.· ••

'·

of.

WHITMAN'S CHOCOLATES···

To The Valu.ed
Patron·s Of
Service Cleaners

DEAN'S

with
Heart Boxes
'

"Come on, fella, roll over Jiere:- .-. Darren Sipe, 177·
pound wrestler, is caugJit with an expression of .£Q~·.
· .dence and poise during match with Eastern opponent last
.· Friday night. Sipe won, .9-4. Central won, 37•0~ · .

Largest stoek ·record
players in Ellensburg.
Ph.925-7451

••

•

I

1
•

••• BUTDON'T
YOU GO AWAY!
OUR · LWE Will TERMINATE. IN.
OUR PRESENT LOCATION. ON FEBRUARY 9th. SERVICE CLEANERS
Will BE COMBINED WITH OUR .
OTHER OPERATION--MODEL LAUNDRY. AND CLJANERS, 207 North
Pine Street-·JUST ·2 BLOCKS DOWN
PINE STREET!
AT THIS NEW LOCATION,<WE·WILL
OFFER THE·_ SAME FAST,· FRIENDLY .•..
SERVICE WE HAVE ALWAYS STRIVED··
TO GIVE.YOU IN THE PAST.
• We Will ,·continue To Offer Pickup a~~
Delivery Servi~e _If You Wish, . ·
·•. ·_.· · •·
• We Will Contln..,e To Offer .1 ;.Day Clean·
ing and Pressing Se..Vice.
·
·
• 8. New Coln Operated -Dry Cleaning Ma·
chines .. ·
. , · .. . ·
·.

''Watch For OIJr
GRAND OPENING''
,

•'

'
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Election Results Announced
Tonight During SGA Dance
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"The Bandits " a rock 'n roll
band from Seattte, 'will play for
the annual SGA sponsoredWatch
Night Dance which will be held
on. the eve of the SGA elections,
Feb, 4, "The Bandits" currently have a record on the top
ten national record poll.
Election results will be an-

Office Slates
Job Reviews
Monday, Feb. 7 - Kent and
Westminster, California, AU:
State Insurance Company, Evening meeting 7 p,m, in SUB
room 204 with Tacoma.
Tuesday, Feb, 8-Tacoma, Oxnard, <;:alifornia, Boy Scouts of
America for Executive positions.
Wednesday, Feb, 9-Tacoma,
Gak Harbor,
Thursday, Feb, 10 - Tacoma,
Vancouver, Edwards, Califor-

CONVENTION PAR ADE - With Confetti, balloons, and. homemade signs, students marched
to express their support for their candidates during the three-day nominating convention.
In the above demonstration, students marched for Steve Markham, a candidate for Social
Vice-President, Others vieing for the position are Larry Cummings and Mike Parnell.
,
·
(Photo by John Dennett)

nounced intermittently through·
out the dance and the final tally
will also be revealed, Donlla
Schaplow, SGA social vice-president, said,
The dance will be held in the
SUB Ballroom from 9 to mid·
night and is free to students
who present their SGA cards.
School dress is requested,
"In the past there has been
an ·admission· charge for the
Watch Night Dance, We feel
it · is good for the SGA to be
able to give this dance free to
students because we want to en-courage the students to be more
interested in .their stud•9nt government," Miss Schaplow said.

-THE HOBBY SHOP.
S.lot Car Racing
everyday.

HOBBIES

nia.

Frictay, Feb. 11 -Vancouver,
Seattle • King C otlnty Camp Fire
Girls for _summer camp positions.

I Fly Through The Air • ••
getting the low-down on the can· is g1vmg a great speech. What
By SHARRON THOMPSON
didates this way.
a great president he will make,
I am a piece of confetti •••
CONVENTION STARTS
I sure hope he wins, I'm glad
I'.m · lying in a waste basket,
The convention isfinally start· I'm going to do my part.
waiting to be tossed in. the air
ing, and it won't. be -long now
His speech is over and ·the
to symbolize enthusiasm for my
until I take my journey. We noise has begun. A coed has
candidate for president. This
pledge the flag, have the call tossed me into the air and I'm
is the annual Student Govern•
· to order alld then a roll call of slowly floating down to the conme.1t Association convention,
the members of the various vention floor. How I love these
I'm upstairs in the balcony
delegations. .After this the wo- conventions!
· near the railing~ Enthusiastic
men of Hitchcock Hall give th~ir
.After this we have the voting
spe_ctators are sitting, waiting
greatest contribution to the con- for the. candidates. · Everyone ·
'eagerly for the convention to
vention ••• a Confederate flag
is filing out now, I can hear
begin. I was once a part of a
and· along with it come shouts: them saying the are glad if is
newspaper page ••. now rm but
"The South shall rise again.
over." Some say they have just
- a scrap...
Save your Confederate dollars!,,
got to study ••• that eternal la·
As I wait, I hear and see the
ment of the college ·student,
Finally, we are to the presimass chaos of the' convention.
dential· speeches,
·
They are all gone now. Pretty
Standing- nearby is a man, an
soon I'll be swept up and burned.
CANDIDATE CALLED
ex-student on our campus with a
The president is. calling my
I've served my purpose - it s'ure
walkie-talkie. · I hear its blurps
was great fun!
and buzzes and then a lot of · candidate's name now. He sure
chatter. He and his friends are
planning their strategy of the
Oh - but what I
evening.
could tell their opponents•••
LOOKS ABOUT
Looking about ·I . see a few
spectators. Some are planning
their demonstrations.
There
on-campus groups.
are many signs awaiting their
Senior biology major from
To do this all encompassing
turns to be carried on to the
Centralia. Wickholm has been
floor as another emblem of en.
active as Alford Hall vice-presi- . programing, the SGA will have
to work for a better and more
dent and SNEA pr(;!sident~ He
thusiam for favorite candidates.
exciting year for students. I
is a contestant for Off.Campus
Above me I see other signs which
feel that. if student government
have been hung from the ceiling position number one.
is to exist it must be evaluated
and I wonder· who was.tall enough
and re-evaluated again to find ·
As a candidate for off.campus
to get them there •• ;was it perits weakness and then to imlegislature position number one,
haps the "Jolly Green Giant?"
prove these weakllesses. If there
·Blurp and buzz, he is on that .have been looking at some of the
is no improvement made, soon
confouncled walkie-talkie again.
off-campus problems. I can see
"Say, how about using '76 Trom• that there needs· tO' be a proin our SGA at Central there
b'e no student interest.
bones' instead of 'Tijuana Taxi'
gressive movement toward the
for one of them," he says,
It is not too late to begin
betterment of programing for
'-'Sounds. great," says on(;! of
re-evaluating. As·. students, it
all -groups in our .student govhis counterparts down on the
is up to you to think about the
ernment.
convention floor. .After finishissues and the candidates inI feel that student government
ing his conversation, he tunes
volved. When and if you begin
needs to be revitalized. Revital·
his set in to the local radio
to think, you must decide; and
ized in the sense of becoming
station for · ·the latest music,
when you decide, you should
more active and providing more
vote. After voting, don't stop
news and weather•
.for the _student to do, This pro·
Supporters of candidates a,re - graming should be all encomtaking an interest in student
government, · but help to keep
rushing around soliciting neutral
passing. It should include pro·
bystanders to toss me and my
the evaluation moving. Thiswill
grams for students of every
friends in wild demonstratiOf!S
bring student government "home
interest. It can include proto you."
for their candidat~s. I'm really
graming like what we have for

Wickholm Stresses Need
Programing for GroupS

will

·914 E.

Ca~itol

925-5554

llllllJerrol's
_111111111 .ELLENSBURG
- - - - - - - 111

E.

e

8th AVE.

962-4137

FREE·
Box of
~

VAL.ENTINE CHOCOLATES
, Qualify at Jerrol's

VALENTINE HEART BOX
CANDY-59• and up

LARGEST SELECTION
VALENTINE CARDS

·SHOP EARLY WHILE
SELECTION LASTS

VALENTINE

BUTTON JEWELERS
S_PECIAL ·coUPON
(This Ad)

GOODTHRU

VAL~ENTINES

FUZZY

DAY

10% DISCOUNT
ON GIFTSFORYOUR VALENTI
One Coupon . To A Customer
Not Good on Fair-Traded and Franchised Items.

MANY OTHER
VALENTINE GIFTS

